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by Steve Chilton

"To see the frost covered
white fells, and with
everything being so still as
well, was a magical moment.
We got a sunrise on Bowfell ^
after I had been going for about
half the round. To see the sun
come up and turn the sky blue was
awesome. I could see Windermere and
across to Morecambe Bay. It was one of
those defining moments for why you run
in the mountains and why you run through
the night into the dawn, or get up at that
time to see. The night had also been so
good, but it is hard to describe really."

That is how 39-year-old Kim Collison
described the best moment on his
recent winter traverse of
the Bob Graham Round
(BGR), on 1 December
2019. He had been building
towards it for ten years
or so. For the record, the
round is a Lake District
challenge, encompassing
42 peaks, which has
become something of a rite
of passage for fell runners. It
is roughly 62 miles long, with
27,000 ft of ascent and has
a 24-hour time limit.
It was Collison's third Bob
Graham Round completion.
His first one was in May
2009, which was 18 months
after he had settled in the
Lake District and started
training regularly on the fells. His father
had done his BGR twelve years before,
and Collison says doing the Round
was always going to be his own first
long-distance challenge. 'I trained hard,
learned the route and was really focussed
on it', he says. 'I did 19 hours 21 mins on
that day. There was no doubt I was going
to do it, but I was pretty inexperienced. I
had a lot of drive though.'
Collison's second round didn't go so well.
He decided that he wanted to do a winter
solo unsupported round carrying all the
kit, and duly set off right at the beginning
of December 2013. 'I got dropped in
Keswick and it was supposed to be a
clear night', he recalls, 'but it ended up
being really quite foggy. I started off
up Skiddaw but got complacent with
my navigation and came off slightly in
the wrong direction ending up in a load
of knee-deep heather. I got back on

track for Great Calva,
!% but by the time I got to
j| Blencathra I had really

||jj lost enthusiasm. Then
U I along came another
_| light just behind and it

was Helene Whitaker,
%-- who had started a solo

f winter BGR just after
me. She also decided
on Blencathra it wasn't
to be, so we ran down

; Doddick together. I had
II to run home, back to
|f Penrith, so it was still a

good long training run.'
Kim Collison's second

completed Round was a winter
round in 2017. It was undertaken

over soft snow, wearing crampons 90% of
the day. He describes it as an absolutely
amazing experience and one that put a
big smile on his face, finishing as he did
in 20 hours 36 mins.
When I interviewed Collison recently,
he was quite clear that by 2019 he had
become ready to aim for the record for
a winter round, and to do it as fast as he
could. The window for being considered a

Heading towards Scafell Pike.

winter round extends from the beginning
of December to the end of February. He
had targeted 1 December, thinking that
you can often get better weather at the
beginning of December. He adds that
it was also a Sunday, which helped for
organising pacers. 'I thought in the back
of my mind that if it wasn't a good day
I would hold off till later. I didn't need
perfect weather because I thought, "well
it is winter, and I am gonna have to deal
with it". There was no moon really.'
Collison chuckles as he adds that, 'at the
start of this winter round Carol Morgan,
a supporter, handed me a Twix bar from
Helene Whitaker, saying "you might need
this on your round". That made me laugh,
after our previous jointly aborted efforts.1
He decided to carry a tracker and
broadcast his location live because he

knew how people like to follow these
attempts via an app. People get really
excited and involved with it, and it also
helps with verifying what you have done.
It is also a sort of a record of achievement.
'I didn't feel any pressure on me', he
reasoned. 'I was mentally prepared for it,
and physically I was confidant of what I
could do on the day. I knew it would be
hard and that the ground would be frozen.
I have got some iRock orienteering shoes
from VJ, which have the little metal dots
in, which gives a little bit of extra grip on
ice and frozen ground. I used them for the
whole round. They were brilliant.'
He also explains that the boggy ground
being frozen probably gave him a good
5-10 minutes advantage because he
wasn't wading in bog in the usual places,
particularly either side of Great Calva. At
this point in our conversation, I mentioned
that I had read that he had reached
the summit of Skiddaw (the first of the
42 peaks on the round) in 59 minutes,
which was only 6 minutes slower than
Billy Bland had been on his record round
of 13-53 in 1982 (a time subsequently
beaten by Kilian Jornet in 2018). I asked
Collison if this was perhaps too fast, or

just an indication of how well
he was going to go.
'You know when you start
running up a hill and your
legs feel bouncy that it was
going OK', he responded
quietly. 'It was a good pace
but not flat out. Seeing it to
be under an hour made me
think, yep I am going well
here.' By Threlkeld, Collison
was 16 minutes up on Jim
Mann's previous fastest
time for a winter round, of
18-18. Collison confirms
that at road crossings he
had a short and sharp policy.
Perhaps a slug of apple
juice or a coffee, a handful of
crisps and then pretty much

out again.
'I see stopping properly at a road
changeover as a waste of time', he
reasons, before going on to outline his
refuelling strategy. 'Because you have
pacers you can then eat on the move. I
was warm enough, and I didn't need to
change clothes or anything. For events of
that duration I am happy taking on quite a
few gels, often using Mountain Fuel jellies.
They slip down really quickly. A selection
of different ones to mix it up a bit. Then I
add in some savouries, so cut-up pizza
to give slow release carbs. I have often
used Longhaul, which is a prolonged
energy release fuel. More solid food
can be hard to get down when you are
pushing the pace. On longer endurance
events I might be more unselective and
can eat loads of things. I need real food
if it is more than about 15 hours. On the
BGR I was trying to have something



every 30 mins, 25 mins sometimes, to
keep a constant energy flow. I also focus
on getting salt into me as well, in drinks
usually, to cover for sodium loss when
sweating.'
Later in the round, on leg 3 between
Dunmail Raise and Wasdale, he had
the feeling that either the wheels were
going to fall off and that he was going to
pay for that early pace, or he
was going to be able to keep
it going. It could have gone
either way. He concentrated
on food going in and on
keeping moving. He then
gave an interesting insight
into how he monitored himself
and maximised the outcome.
'By the time I dropped into
Wasdale I was still in really
good shape and saw that a
sub-16 time was a possibility.
I was thinking "I don't like to
limit myself by what has been
done in the past". To me it
was more about what I could
do that day. It was about
creating an artificial goal of
sub-16 which allowed me to push on after
Wasdale and keep pushing, rather than
accepting that if I kept going at what I was
doing I was going to be well within the 18-
18 record. Psychologically it helps you to
keep driving forward. Having said that,
climbing up Yewbarrow was a real slog.
I think it always is. Looking at the split
compared to Jim Mann's, I was still up on
his pace. Even though it felt really tough it
was a notable psychological boost to me
at that point.'
He was warm, was moving and eating
well, so he kept pushing on and ticking
off the summits. He then had another
boost, seeing Scoffer (Schofield) arrive
on the scene just as he was halfway
down from Pillar. This was another high
point. Scoffer came out after work, saw
Kim was moving well (on the tracker),
and came over Kirk Fell to make sure he
didn't miss him, bringing concentrated
Ribena and Cola, which he fed him.
The psychological boost of seeing
someone like Scoffer, who knows the fells
and is an inspiration, as are so many in
my club (Borrowdale Fellrunners), meant
I could click into his pace and effort. He
had great lines to follow, which was a real
morale boost. Usually I know where my
red line is, and I push up to it.' Collison did
have a slight blip on Great End earlier,
and really had to eat to get energy back
and had to go slower than he wanted for
a while. 'My legs started to feel fatigued',
he recalls, 'and when subconsciously
your mind starts to wander, then you start
to accept that pace that the legs and mind
are wanting to go. I had to force myself
to say, "no actually your legs aren't that
bad, you can run downhill quicker than
this". When Scoffer was there, I could just
concentrate on pushing my legs to go

that bit quicker.'
Hearing about this minor blip, I asked
how he had got on at two places which
are often pinch points on a winter round.
Firstly, there is the route choice coming off
Blencathra, which can be difficult in some
conditions. 'Off Blencathra I was always
going to go for Halls Fell because I have
done it so many times', he replies simply.

On Robinson, the last summit.

'It was covered in frost, but it wasn't too
bad. Wet ice would have been worse. I
was cautious naturally and took my time.'
Secondly, there is the question of whether
to risk scrambling up Broad Stand when
going onto Scafell. This time it was a no.
!l decided to take Lord's Rake, but then
decided against the west wall traverse
further up. This was because of where it
funnels out. I didn't want to be stuck in
there if it was really icy.'
Looking back on the day, Collison
confirms the sunrise as a high point,
before adding, 'there is nothing like the
lift of daylight to revive you. Going onto
Blencathra was nice because the frost
was so white and amazing. A real high
for me was going up Dale Head, because
by that point I knew that sub-16 was
definitely possible, and it just felt really
good. It was tough but nothing was going
to stop me at that point. I was surrounded
by friends and colleagues from Outward
Bound, so there was a real good spirit
going on.'
His eventual time was 15-47 officially
and, according to the Bob Graham Club,
it is the 9th fastest time. 'Unofficially 10th

fastest', reckons Collison, 'because a Brit
who lives in America, Ryan Smith, did a
14 something but it was largely solo so
not recognised by the BG Club.'
I could feel the emotion in his voice as
he added that he felt absolutely ecstatic
about the outcome. 'It is a culmination
of years of hard work, training and
knowledge gaining. The desire to push
on and do that time feels like a superb
achievement. It puts a really big smile on
my face. This is now without doubt the
highlight for me of my fell career.'

Remembering what he said earlier, I
asked how crucial the Twix bar had been,
and when did he eat it. Chuckling, he
responded, 'it was the first thing I ate
going over Jenkin Hill on the ascent of
Skiddaw, way early on the day'.
Collison lives in the north Lakes with his
wife and two dogs and has earnt a crust
by coaching others over the last couple

of years. He has a real love
of the fells, and of being
competitive, particularly with
himself. 'I am passionate
about running and off-road
in particular', was how he put
it. 'I love to challenge myself.
Fell, trail, ultra - all of them.
I guess my main passion is
mountains. Being out in nature
and exploring comes into it
too. I am quite competitive.
The race element comes right
to the fore for me.'
He adds that having done
15-47 on the BGR makes
him think, "what can I do on
other ultra challenges". 'I think
probably Bob Graham is done

for me', he concludes. 'I know I am not a
Kilian Jornet or a Billy Bland, so I think my
time, done in winter, stands up for itself.'

Steve Chilton's fourth book 'All or nothing
at all: the life of Billy Bland' will be
published by Sandstone Press this July.
He blogs at: https://itsahill.wordpress.
com/

Job done, at Moot Hall, Keswick.


